Security 101

Digital Security and Privacy for Youth Workers
2018 unmasked new threats to democracy, human rights and rule of law - three main pillars that guarantees sustainable and peaceful Europe. It was reported that online private data can be breached and misused to affect major geopolitical decisions on one hand, and a well-being of every individual citizen on the other hand.

Unprotected citizen on the internet can easily become prone to exposure of hate speech, extremist content, narratives that undermine the values of human rights and peace. This project aims to create a practices of youth resilience building and education for cyber hygiene by providing, practicing and disseminating the relevant tools in youth work in partner organisations.

This project is supported by the Norwegian National Agency - Aktiv Ungdom under the European Union programme Erasmus+ - activity - mobility of youth workers.

This project is coordinated by XELI and Shokkin Group Norge
OBJECTIVES:
- To raise risk awareness in youth workers on individual and organisational levels;
- To give tools on how to identify, mitigate risks and build resilience;
- To inform about the international covenants protecting human rights online and explore the mechanisms of its use,
- To create a space for their adaptation for young people;
- To explore how internet can be connected to democratic citizenship and human rights;
- To train youth workers in steps for data protection, security, report mechanisms and equip them with educational tools for internet literacy;
- To multiply the effect through educational activities for and with young people at the partner organisations provided by the participants;
- To promote cyber hygiene through creating and disseminating booklet and creating training modules for young people;
- To create an educational pack of tools to be used with young people, and disseminate it in the organisations working with young people;
- To increase educational and mobility opportunities via training youth workers in project development and management.
- To create practices of organizational cyber-hygiene within youth organizations

This project aims to create a practice of youth resilience building and education for cyber hygiene by providing, practicing and disseminating the relevant tools in youth work in partner organizations.
participants will get to know the basics of cyber security, get inputs on human rights online and reflect on how internet affects the democratic society. On the other hand, they will focus on creating methodologies to educate young people in their local context.

Action! - with the support of the trainers participants will implement educational activities for and with young people back home. They will evaluate and report their activities to the project team based on online form.

Massive Open Online Course - Erasmus+ Funding Opportunities for young people, participants have to complete the course as a hometask.

- sharing and evaluating the intermediate phase results;
- creating a booklet and activities for young people and organisations on how to become cyber-hygienic;
- generating new Erasmus+ projects.

- Trainers continue supporting participants to submit the application form;
- Participants implement cyber security protocols in the organisations;
- Participants finalise the youth passes;
- Questionnaire on project evaluation is sent to the participants;
- Impact Assessment sheet is sent to the partner organisations;

1. Training Course
   Rustavi, Georgia
   15-22.SEP.2019

2. Intermediate Phase
   Backhome
   SEP-NOV.2019

3. Seminar
   Inderøy, Norway
   1-7.DEC.2019

4. Follow-up
   Over internet
   JAN-FEB.2020
The participants of this project are the active members of the partner organisations who are involved in youth work either as a statutory, non-statutory youth worker or volunteers.

The main profile is that the participants have a targeted youth group to whom their competencies will be transferred to.

Participants should be above 18, speak fluent English.


Deadline: July 30, 2019

XELI, Shokkin Group Norge, Joetz vzw, Fundacja Centrum Aktiwności Twórczej, Belarussian Youth Public Union New Faces, Academy of Innovation, All-Ukrainian Association for Youth Co-operation Alternativ-V, Youth Empowerment Association
The City RUSTAVI is very close to the capital - Tbilisi, there are "Marshutkas" every minute going to Tbilisi taking you there in 30-40 minutes.

The city itself is quite old - first gets mentioned in 5-4 centuries B.C. but as many settlements in Caucasus, it got destroyed in 13th Century. When Soviets took over, they re-built the city again but in their style - economic and not so ergonomic matchbox-shaped buildings all around. They built this city so that it could accommodate workers who were working at Rustavi Metallurgic Factory. After USSR fell, the factory, like almost all the industries in Georgia, stopped, so the city quickly went to poverty.

We will be accommodated in ISCR - International Scout Center Rustavi, which is on the margin of the town surrounded by a nice yard and easily connected to the capital. The lodging is more dormitory style, we will have a conference room to work together and other spaces to socialise. You can see more here: http://iscr.ge/

Bring towels and personal hygienic utilities.

The meals and accommodation is covered by the Erasmus+ programme.
You are supposed to arrive on 15th of September, before 18:00 and depart on 22th of September after 15:00. It’s very important that you plan the journey according to this schedule. If you have difficulties at that, please contact the project assistant (Natali SAGINASHVILI).

At the border you may be requested to present: travel document, your travel itinerary, travel insurance and invitation letter. Therefore, having an insurance is obligatory, yet, not covered by the project budget. To receive an invitation letter, please, contact the project assistant.

You are expected to choose the cheapest route to the venue. To reimburse your travel we need two kinds of proof:
1. the proof that you really travelled (tickets or type of travel documents);
2. the proof of payment - invoice with receipt or bank statement.
You may be requested to translate the documents in English. Failure to present the documents may result in not getting the reimbursement. So, please, be attentive.

PARTICIPATION FEE - 25 EUR will be deducted from your travel reimbursement on each phase.

Reimbursement limits:

Norway, Belgium - 530 EUR
Poland - 360 EUR
Belarus, Russian Federation, Ukraine, North Macedonia - 275 EUR
Georgia - 20 EUR
Project Coordinator
Marit MOBERG - marit@shokkin.org

Project Assistant
Natali SAGINASHVILI - nataliasaginashvili@gmail.com
+995571784644

Trainers:
Nika BAKHSOLIANI
corgriseo@pm.me

Davit KAKAVA
davit@xeli.me